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A Theory of Quantum Measurement Based on the CCR Algebra L(W) 

D. A. DUBIN and J. SOTELO-CAMPOS'2) 

Ausgehend von der Observablen-Algebra L(26?) für einen Raum 96? vom Typ wird cine 
quantenmechanische Mefitheorie ausgearbeitet. Diese geht auf die Theorie von Davies und 
Lewis zurüek, wird aber hier für unbeschränkte symmetrische Operatoren mit einem gemein-
samendichten Definitionsberèich und ohne Eisschränkung an das Spektrum aufgebaut.-
Mcxojn us a.nre6pM 1Ia6ino,?aes1Isx L+(W) g.?xu IIP0CTPIICTS5 9€) tuna Y' pa3pa6amsBaeTca 
HBa1lT0B0-MexaHsl4ecHan TeOP141T 113MepenHR. 3T0 TOMR BOCXO)IIT H JeftBuc is Jlyuc, 
ojiiauo aanupyecu 3iCCb H . ueorpauuiewiaiM cuMMeTps1lec}usM onepa'ropaM c o6uAeft 
HJIOTHOft o61acm'10 onpejeeiina H Geis orpaueiiun Ha cnesn'p. 
Starting from L+(W) as the algebra of observables, 2€ ? a space of type 7, a theory of quantum 
measurement is devised. It is based on the theory of Davies and Lewis, but adapted to un- 
bounded symmetric operators defined on a common dense domain and no restriction on the 
spectra. 

Introduction 

The original von Neumann formulation of quantum measurement theory is based 
on two special circumstances: the pure states ofthe system constitute a Hilbert 
space, and the obser vables are self-adjoint operators with purely discrete spectra. 
Although von Neumann discussed the measurement of operators with continuous 
spectra, he based this on an approximation scheme which is less than satisfactory. 

We take the position that the states of the system must take finite values on all 
the observables, and the set of observables must include all the operators of physical 
interest, e.g., the position, momentum, and energy. In order that this be so, it turns 
out that the pure states of the system must comprise a topological vector space 
dense in the Hilbert space of the system. Following the work of ROBERTS [28; 29], 
KRISTENSEN, MEJLBO, and THUE-POULSEN [2] and others, we take the pure states 
to constitute a space ?of type X. The ôbservables are taken to be the maximal 
*.algebra of operators mapping 2&' to itself; L(W). This means that we must develop 

measurement theory for L+()) .	 - 
• DAV[ES and LEWIS [23-25] have developed a theory of measurements for bounded 

symmetric operators with general spectra. Using an approximation to the position. 
operator, Davies has shown how this theory can be used for ceitain unbounded 
operators by constructing instruments for approximate position measurements [23]. 
For a connexion between these operational ideas and statistical decision theory, see 
the work of HOLEVO [26, 271.
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This leaves open the question of a theory along the lines of Davies and Lewis, 
but'adapted to L + (?e'). The problem is this. Instruments for measurements' must 
transform states on L(?€') to states. A further difficulty comes frdm the fact that 
L(W).is not complete in its natural topology. 'Its completion is the space of distri-
butions W' 6x 91". This places a further restriction on the definition of instrument: 
they must he the transpose of a map taking Lt(?e') to itself. We call these latter maps 
expectations. 

Each instrument defines a unique observable through a spectral representation 
by a positive operator-valued measure under which ?t' is stable. The observable so 
defined serves as an approximation to certain other observables. The instrument in 
question then provides measurements for these associated observables, but providing 
less than maximum information. This phenomenon occurs in [24]. 

As is to be expected, strong repeatability is not generally possible. Somewhat sur-
prisingly, the composition of two instruments, corresponding to successive measure-
ments, is not an instrument. This is not as bad as it seems, as thecompose of two 
instruments behaves perfectly well on product sets z1 1 x zi which could be taken 
to be all that is necessary, operationally. 

The paper is orginized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the formalism of Quantum 
Mechanics. Here we introduce our space of wave functions, algebra of observables, 
and states. We also quote a number of results concerning this triple, as well as proving 
some new results we need for the sequel. In Section 3 we define expectations and 
Instruments in our model. We prove that instruments are bounded Radon measures 
in the sense of ThoMAs [39], that every instrument defines a unique observable,. 
and we determine which observables can be measured. In Section 4 we consider 
composition and conditioning for instrument.s.'In Section 5 we construct a family 
of instruments to measure Q, and imilar families for P and H. We also prove that 
these instruments compose to instruments. In ,Section 6 we summarize our iesults 
through an informal discussion of the measuring process. 

The authors are pleased to acknowledge helpful convefsations with P. M. CLARK, 
J. G. CLUNIE, G. L. SEWELL, and especially with E.B. DAVIES. One of us, J. S.-C., 
gratefully acknowledges his appreciation to the Open University for its help and 
support, and the award of a postgraduate studentship. The other (D.A.D.) wishes 
to thank the members of the Naturwissenschaftlich-Theoretisches Zentrum of Karl-
Marx-Universität in Leipzig for their, hospitality and discussions concerning this 
work. In particular, he wishes to thank G. LASSNE, G. A. LASSNER, K. SCIIMUDGEN, 
and A. UKLMANN. He also wishes to thank C. TRAPANI for discussi6ns clarifying the 
interpretation of this scheme. 

2. Formalism of quantum mechanics 

The essence of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is the canonical commutation 
relations. If we demand that the space of pure states, 9€', carries a representation of 
these relations, that the canonical operators be continuous linear operators on 9€', 
then up to some technical conditions, 9€" is determined. 

Definition 2.1: The space 9€'[t] of wavc'functions for a system with d degrees 
of freedom is the maximal locally' convex space such that 

(a) there exists a t-continuous scalar product, (,) on W. The completion of 9€' 
with respect to this scalar product is a separable Hilbert space ;	 -
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(b) there exist d pairs (by, bj*) j,^ )d 'of continuous linear operators mapping ?€ to 
• itself, adjoint with respect to the scalar product - 

(b,f, g) r=(f,bj*g)	(V /, g E 2€'; 1	'd),	 -	(2.1)

and satisfying the canonical commutation relations (CCR)  
[b,,bk*] = oft	(1 g: , k :5-, d) :	

S	

(2.2) 

strongly on 2€', other commutators vanishing; 
• (c) the topology t is determined by the seminorms	•. 

f- IIafI	(Va E L(W)),	 .	S	 (2.3) 

where  
L+ (W) = {a E L(?€J): a* E L(W)J,	 (2.4) 

and L(9€') is the set of all linear mips from 20 to itself; Here HI is the norm asso- - 
ciated with (,); 

• •(d) there-is a vector Q0 E 2€', normalized by I!Q01 I = 1, satisfying the Foek-Cook 
condition	 - 

•	b5Q0=0'	(1:!E^jd).	 (2.5) 

•

	

	(e) Let 90 be the line'ar manifold of all vectors in 9€' satisfying the Fock-Cook
condition. Then '9VV is dense in 7€', whereP is the algebra of all polynomials in the 
(b,, b,* (1	d)). In addition, 2€' is irreducible if 3'Q0 is dense in 2€'.	- 

	

This choice of system was analyzed by KRISTENSEN, M1JLBO, and THUE-POULSEN	 S 

[2], who called irreducible wave function spaces spaces of type à, for reasons which 
will be immediately apparent. With regard to their analysis, note our condition of 
maximality and ourchoice of topology. Most ofour results hold for thore general 
spaces, but we, shall not elaborate on this possibility. 

Proposition 2.2: (a) Every wave function space may be decomposed into the t-com-
• pletion of a countable locally convex direct sum of irreducible spaces:  

•	 S	 9€' =ZED	 ,•	 (2.6)

n1, 

(b) Any irreducible wave function space 20 is tvs-isomorphic to Schwartz's space 
S	 =X (Rd) with its usual Frechet topology. Defining 

' bb,,	
5'	 ••	

'•'	

(2.7) 

Ijd	S 

it follows that	•	 S	 •	 S	 - 

•	20= °°(M) = fl Dom (Mb).	
S •'	 '.(2.9) 

-	 pil.O	 0	 5 

The topology t is determined, by the seminorms 

f -- I!fII = 'JJ M fII	•(p	0).	 (2.10) 

Pro of: The decomposition is effect by choosing qn orth'onormal basis {Q,, : n ^ 1 
for the subspace {f: Mf = O}. Define 2€',, to be the t-completion of .Q,,, That W. is - • 

an irreducible wave function.space is clear. For details and a proof that the lcdsof 
the 2€',, is 20, see [1: § 4.4]. The isomorphism of an irreducible 20 with Y'd is shown 

jS	 •	 -	
•	 S	 -	

-	 I
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in [1: §4.10; 2]. The identification of Yd with (M) is due to Sriiox [3: V.3 
App.; 41, and is known as the N-representation. The topological result, that the 
usual topolog3i onfd is equivalent to the topology t, is a'result of the closed graph 
theorem applied to L + ( 'le)), in viewof the fact that t is the coarsest locally convex 
topology with respect to which everva E L(?) is continuous I 

In what flows we shall abbreviate L + (W) to 4, and write a --* a for the restric-
tion of the -adjoint to W. 

Let us remark that t is generally known as the graph topology. This is because 
of the following inequalities: for all a-E 4 and all / E ?€',  

la/I1 S Il/Il + la/il	I12 1/2(a+a + 1)/I1 .	 (2.11) 

Corollary 2.3: An irreducible wave/unction space, W[t], is nuclear and Frechet.. 
Hence it is barreled, bornological, Mackey, Montel, reflexive, änd separable. Its strong 
dual, consequently, is nuclear J)F and complete, barreled, bornological, Mackey, Moctel, 
reflexive, and separable. 2& possesses an unconditional basis, the well known Ilermite-
/unctions, (Q,: v € i' d ) . In Gel'/and's sense, 

W'[t']	 -	'	 (2.14)

constitutes a rigged triple. 

Proof The isomorphism 219 implies that 219 is nuclear and Frechet. The, 
list of topological' properties then' follows from, standard results in• tvs theory, cf. 
[5: 33.2, 36.3, 56.141, [6: IT.8.1,.IV.5.7, IV.6.6],'and [7: 4.3.3, 4.4.10, 4.4.121. The 
Hermite functions are used to construct the tvs isomoiphism between 219 and the 
sequence 'space ': 'if / = ' c,Q, is an clement of b, then / E 219 if and only if 
()	d 

In equation (2.3) we introduced L'(2&'), and, as noted below Prop. 2.2, we shall 
write

—L('lV)	 .	 '	(215) 

For-terminological purposes only; we shall refer to 4 as our algebra of observables, 
and all elements of 4 as observables. There is no implication Of physical measurabi-
lity implied. Those elements of,4 which can be measured in our scheme, we, shall 
refer to as physical 'observables. Hereafter we shall assume 919 to be irreducible unless 
otherwise staled. The more general case then follows by countable direct sums. 

POWES [8] has introduced a notion ofself-adjointness for algebra of unbounded 
operators, and 4 satisfies the requirements. 

Proposition 2.4: it is a complex unital *algebra which is closed and.el/-ad joint 
in the sense of Powers: respectively  

9€) =,n Dom (a) = fl Doni (a*).	 (2.16) 

Ptoof: The second condition implies the first. The second condition follows. 
because 2e'[t]	[9] I	 . 

In what follows we shall use the following more or less standard notation. .f E' 
is an ordered vector space, L(E) is the set of all linear maps B - B, and L,(1 7 ) the 
subset of all positivity-peserving maps. If .E is a tvs as well, Y(E) is the subset of 
L(E) consisting of all continuous maps on B, and %(E) is the subset, of all positivity-
preserving continuous maps. Similarly for L(E, F), L+ (E, F), (E, F) and	(E, F).
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We shall , have reasons to consider several topologies on 4. The first, which we 
introduce now, generalizes the uniform topology for bounded operators, and was 
first introduced by LASSNER [10, 11]. 

Proposition 2.5: Let u be the topology of uniformly bounded convergence induced 
on 4 from .°(?V[t], ?€"[t']), i.e., generated by the seminorms ( y bounded 4t c: W[t]) 

IIaJj(M) = sup {Kaf, g): /, g E 4tJ.	 ,	 (2.17) 

- Equipped with this topology, 4 is a topological *algebra, i.e., the involution is con-
tinuous and the product is separately continuous, as well as A[u] being a topological 

-vector space.	'	 S 

As a tvs, c.4[u] is incomplete. Its completion is W'[t'] () W'[t'l, the completed pro-
jective tensor product. Hence u is nuclear. 

The topology it is determined through M by means of the , equivalent family of semi-
noms	,  
-	'	IIaft = III(Af) a(.M)tI	 (2.18) 

where	is the operator norm on B()), and q runs through the space 

{q: 1t --> R: 99. is bounded, continuous, and SUPX xkç(X)I <co (k > 0)}. 
-	 '	 (2.19)

The following subsets of c1 are important in the sequel. 

Definition 2.6: An -element a E 4 is said to be symmetric, or hermitian, if a = a. 
The set of all hermitian elements of 4 is.deñdted by c4. An element a E c4is said 
to be positive if, for all f E 9€', 

0,	 -	 (2.20)

and then we write a 0. The set of all positive elements in 4h is denoted by 4+. 

Proposition 2.7: (a) 4h is a real vector subspace of.A. 
(b) is a proper cone and determines a 'partial order in 4h, with respect to which 

4h is an ordered vector space: a^!biffa—bE/t,, and a=biffa>b and b^E!a. 
(c) 4, is a normal cone in 4h which is generating. 
(d) The order topology on A, , is given explicitly through the seminorms 

g._ (a) = sup {I(af,f)I/xf,f):/E 2&J	(xEJt,),	 (2.21a) 

where c/0= +oe and 0/0 = 0, c E Rt Let iV c cit be the subset on which ex is finite; 
LO is the inductive limit topology: 

4[o] = )im md c.'Vx[oxl;	 (2.21h) 

	

-	, zE4 *	 -' 

Then =. u and so c.4[u] is bornological.	 -	-	 - 

Proof: (a) Set a = a 1 + ia2, with a 1 = (a + a)/2 and ia2 = (a - 
(b) Clearly ,4+ is a wedge. If a, —a E 4; then (a/,/) = 0 for all / E . 2€-'. Choosing. 
/ = af1+ fif2 leads to (af, g) = 0 for all f,'g E 9€'; hence a =- 0, and 4 is a cone. 
(c) For all. 4, set a = a1 - a2 , with 4a 1 = (1 + a)? and 4a2 = (1 - a) 2, so 
that .4+ is generating: cith = 4 - c/l j.. For normality, see [12: 4.1]. (d) The -topo- 
logy was introduced in [13]. Since each is an order unit norm, o is-'the order 
topology [6]. That Q = it was shown by SCRMIJDGEN [14: Cor. 2 to Th. 1] I 

Now states are positive functionals (c.f. below) and the collapse of a wave packet, 
being a .nlap from states to states, requires the notion of a positivity-preserving map.
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Proposition 2.8: Every positive linear map' F E L,(cit[u]) is continuous and 
-norm decreasing: for all a E cit, all x E cJt,	 - 

	

:5	(a).	 (2.22)

Hence L(jt) = Z.4.(4).  

For a proof, see [13] I 

From an abstract point of view, the set
(1	

ajaj: aj E a, n 1 1 is a more natural 
j ' n  

cone for dl than is c4 For applications to quantum measuiement theory, however, 
only cit is needed; hence we have an unambiguous use of the term positive.. In the 
mathematical literature, what we call positive is rightly called strongly positive, as 
the above cone is always a subset of 4.  

Let us consider next the dual of cit and its structure. We start with some defi-
nitions.  

Definition. 2.9: (a) The dual of a[u], written dl', is the set of all continuous 
linear functionals w: dl - C. A functional is said to he hermitian if, fOr all a E dl, 

q(a) = (a);	.	 (2.23) 

the set of all hermitian functionals is denoted by dl h'. A functional is said to be 
positive if, for all a E cit	 -, 

• q(d)	0;	.	.	 ( 2.24) 

the set of all positive funqtionals is denoted by dl'. A state op is a, positive functional 
which is normalized by 

q(l) = 1;	 .	 (2.25) 

the set of states is denoted by E(dl), or simply E. 
(b) The following subsets of B() are important. 

(dl) = { t E B(): for all a E dl, ta, t*a are nuclear};	 (2.26) 
the set .(dl)h of self-adjoint elements of (cit), and the set (cit).f of positive elements 
of (dl). For brevity we often write , , and L. 

The next proposition makes precise the statement that all states are "density 
matrices". 

Proposition 2.10: (a)	h + i h and	is generating /or h: -+ - + =.
We have, further, that 

E a-implies t, t": J)'—* W.	--	 (2.27)

(b) A linear functional on cit is continuous if and only if it is of the form 

çv(a) = tr (ta)	(Va E dl)	 .	 . -	(2.28) 

for some I E . Such functionals are, said to be normal. Moreover, 99 E 4+' if and only 
if I € +. Hence;-the trace determines an isomorphism between dl+' and +, dli,' and 
and cii' and Z. 

(e) If 9, € E, and q(a) = tr (ta), then - 

tr (t) = 1,	-	 -	 -	 (2.29) 

and t is said to be a density matrix.	 .	 .
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(d) The trace is cyclic: for all a E 4, t E ,'	 . 
tr (Ia) = tr (at).	 (2.30)

For a proof see'[15-19] I 
In[ 15] SCnMUDGEN points out that the character ö:/--*f(x) is apositive func-

tional onB[L2(0, 1)] which is not a trace: not all states on B(), are normal. 
Proposition 2.11: The extreme states of the convex set E are of the form 

(a) = tr (Pa),	(a E cit)	 (2.31.a)

where P1 is the orthogonal projection onto the vector / E ?&: 

P1(g) = (g,f)f,	(gE ?).	'	 '	(2.31.b) 

Hence, the points of W are in one-to-one correspondence with the pure states. 

Proof: Let T E c' and q = q,,	99, with corresponding density operators ü, 
Define a = - - , so that a is trace class and tr (oa)	0, all a E a. Considering
all rank one operators in gives (of, g) = 0, for all /, g € W, and so a = 0. 

Suppose now-that is the projection on' the subspace spanned by / E W. Then 
vanishes on the, orthogonal complement; by positivity, so do Lo, and o,, whence e 
is extreme. Conversely- , if e is not a one dimensional projection, as a density matrix 
it can be decomposed into two or more projections, and is not extreme U 

Hereafter we shall identify with ': For notational purposes, if 99 E X is a linear 
functional, we shall write (a) = tr (a), and so 0 E k	B() as above. 

'Our measurement theory requires an analysis of the topological structure , of 
(, c4') as a dual pair. We start by proving duality, and then we introduce 'a number 
of important topologies for the pair.  

Lemma 2.12: Edt, 4', (;)] is a dual pair, where  

(a; t) = tr (ta).	 ,	'' (2.32)

That is to say,  

(a; t) = 0 for all t € 4' implies a, = 0;
(2.33) 

(a; t)	0 for all a € 't implies t = 0; 

Proof: We only prove the first condition. Let (a t).= 0 for all I, in particular 
for tg(f) = (f, ag) g, till g E W. Then (a; tg) . = 11agJ1 2 , and so a = 0 I 

Definition 2.13: The coarsest locally convex topology on cit'compatiblewith the 
above duality is denoted o(cA, 4') = . a; s i milarly for' o(,4', c4) = a on 

The strong topologies with respect to the above duality are denoted by (cit, /t') = fi 
and (cit', cit) = *, on 4 and 4' respectively. The strong topologies are defined by 
the seminorms	- 

/	• fl: a	sup {j.(a)!: w € #},	all weakly bounded dY	4', 

sup {(a): a C 411, all weakly bounded at 

The finest locally convex topologies on cit, cit' compatible with the duality are the 
Mackey topologies 'r(it, ciV) = 'r and 'r(cit', cit) = .r* respectively. 

The structure of cit'[*] will be useful in our theory of measurement. The following 
is the pertinent result.

(
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Proposition 2.14: (a) For theabove-de/ined topologies, 
a	 r9 on 4; 

* <'	=	on 	
(2.35) 

Hencefi is not generally compatible with the duality, although #* 'is. 
(h) The following tvs isomorphisms hold: 

W[t]	Y(R2d),	 (2.36)
the last with its usual topology: The ,*topology may he described by the norms 

IIfW =	 (n > O)	 (2.37) 
where 77(a) = tr (a) and. Ifl . ffl is the operator norm on B(). Hence '[*] is a nuclear 
Frechet linc *-algebra. It is barreled, bornological, complete, Mackey (fl* = x*) , Montel, 
reflexive, and separable. 

(c) The real subspace .4 h [ h *] is nuclear and Frechet, and so enjoys the above topo-
logical properties. Here fl," = 9* r A4h'. 

(d) Let F E 1,,(4); then F is it-continuous, and ità transpose F' E Y+(4'[*]) exists 
and is fi"-continuous. 

(e) Let G ( L
+
(c4'); then G is ,9h*continuous.  

(f) The cone i1,' is closed and normal in 4 h '[,ôh *], tnd has empty interior. 
Proof: (a) Everythingis immediate from the definitions, save ' r* which w 

shall prove below.(b) See [19, 21]. (c) We need only prove 4'Frechet, as nuclearitv 
is clear. As [*] is complete and the involution is continuous, 4b' is a closed sub-
space, hence Frechet; (d) The first part is Prop. 2.8. Thus F is a-continuous, implying 
that F' exists and is a*contjnuous [6: IV.2.I1, and' is obviously positive. From [6: 
IV.2.41 it follows ,that F' is fl*.contjnuous . (e) As 4h S [ h *] is Frechet and Mackey, 
and cJt' is generating, then every positive linear form is continuous [6]; consequently, 
every linear map in L+(4h') is continuous [6]. (f) Let () be a net in 4,' converging 
to e E 4b in the h*topology. Hence it is norm-convergent, whence is positive, so 

E	and so 4,' is closed. We show that itt ' is normal by using the norms (2.37). 
For all	tp E	and alI'indices n > 0, 

I 119, +vi 11. = sup {(( + ) Mf, Mf): /E ?€,	= 1) 
sup {(Mf; Mf):/ € ?', / j 1 = 1) = 11192.1'11-n (2.38) 

As 4'[fIh *] is non-normable and 4' is normal, 4+' has no interior points [6: Ex. 10(c), 
p.252] I  

For later' purposes , we need the following technical results concerning. the order 
properties of 4'. 

Le iii ma 2.15: Let 4970N be a monotonically increasing sequence of hermitian func-
tionals T. E	such that for all p = 0, 1, 2, 

lime 4N (M 2 ') <00.	 '	 2.39.4)
Then there exists a unique 92 E /Lh ' to which the sequence converges in the *topology: 

th- lim q' = .	

0	

'	 '( 2.39.b) 
Proof: Because of (2.39.a),fl9(M2P): n > 11 is a real Cauchy sequence for each 

p	1. Introducing the signuni function 
1+ 1 if'nm, 

—1 ifn<m,
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it follows that for, all n, m ^ 1, 

8 (n , m' ) [v',, - ,,] E 4,' and s(n, m) [q,,, - 9'm] (a) = I['	9m] (a)I. 

We show that (n)N is a h*Cauchy sequence:	 .	. 

— T.116= IJI s (n , rn) [n T q-m-]IIIp 
^ tr (MPs(n, m)	m] MP) = 92(M 2") - qm(M')I. 

The result. now follows from the completeness. of flh* I 
Corollary 2. 16: Let (990N be an upper bounded, nunotonically increasing sequence 

in 4.h. Then there exists a	E 4' such that h *Slim fl	= ; moreover
sup {: n  

	

Using this result and [6: Cor. 2, P. 224] yields the following.	
0 

ro position 2.1 7: 4' is monotone complete, and fih * is compatible with the 
4'-partial order. Hence c4' is monotone a-complete. 

Recall that if q E N is a state, the spectral theorem assets the existence of an 
orthonornial basis for , (e, E ?&': n	and a sequence {t 8	0: n	11 of posi-
tive reals with Z t, = 1, such that	 .	. 

lini tr
.1
 - 5L' t5P] = 0 

fl—,c,3	 1jn	J 

Here P is the orthogonal projection onto e. The relation between this expansion 
and the j9*topology is this.  

Proposition 2.18: Using the notation above, 
/9*li1T1 [ - V' tP' = 0. 

N	I.	ijn 

Proof: Let us abbreviate - E tP = . Now 0,, 0 and for all p > 0, 
MPMP is nuclear. Hence	ijn 

I 110. 1 1 1 p ^ tr (MP M) = tr . (M2V ) =	t1 
in+l 

and so the assertion is true I 

Hereafter we shall write 0 =-E t,P7 , and the convergence is to he understood 
either in trace or j.	7 

In summary, the pure states of a quantum mechanical system with d degrees of 
freedom constitute a maximal nuclear space ?V[t] of type cVd. ?V decomposes into 
a countable sum of such spaces each of which is tvs isomorphic to coV(Rd). Such an 
irreducible wave function space carriesa cyclic representation of the CCRs and the 
Fock-Cook condition is satisfied. 

The algebra of observables is taken to be the complex unital *algebra .4 = L- - (W), 
equipped with one of a number of topologies: u, a,' T, or fl. It possesses a positive - 
cone a, which is normal and generating for u, and u is the order topology. With 
respect to u, 4 is a topological *..algebra. 
The states are the normalized positive functionals on' ,4. All state are tracial 
(normal) and in the fi*topology, 4'	?&' 6 ?V for irreducible V. 

U	 -
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-3. Expectations and instruments. 

We assume that the reader is familiar with von Neumann's scheme for quantum 
measurements [22]. The following extract will suffice , for our purposes. Let	be 
the systemic Hubert space and a = '	a bounded self-adjoint operator on 
with eigenvalues (oc,: n ^ 1) and orthogonal one-dimensional projections (P,,: n	1)
onto the corresponding eigenvectors.. A measurement - of the observable A in the 
state 99 will result in the occurrence of an eigenvaIue of A. These eigenvalues are the - 
only allowed values that can occur. If the eigenvalue o,, is observed, the measure- _

 ment- causes the collapse of the wave packet into the pure state represented by the 
"density matrix" F,,. This-occurs with a probability (P,,). The Davies-Lewis theory 
[23-25] generalizes this scheme to symmetric operators with continuous spectra. 
In turn, our definitions 3.2,-3.4 below generalize their theory so as to be compatible 
with the algebraic formulation we have adopted. In what follows we shall be using 

• Naimark's generalization of spectral theory which we quote in a form useful to us. 
• As always, ID is the systemic separable Hubert space. 

Proposition 3. 1: A generalized. spectral family on b . is a one-parameter family 
{8: t E R) of operators (0	2	1) satisfying	 . 

(i) = 0;	-lim J9t = 1,	 '	 . (3.1. a) 

(ii) jor all t.< 8,	8 :S-, 8,	 (3.1.b) 
,-lim 8t-i-e	8	 (3.1.c) 
S  

A positive operator-valued measure on	is a family : Bor (R) B(), where
Bor (R) is the set of all Borel subsets of It, and satisfying  

(iv) 2(0) =0;	(R)	1,'	.	'.	 '	 (3.2a) 
(v) for all z1 1	A,,	8(z1 1 ) ^5 8(J 2 ),	 (3.2.b) 

(vi) for every countable family of mutually disjoint Borel sets, {A,: j	11, 

8  [ U z1 i1 -= -lim	' 8(4,) ip, 	(3.2c) - 
1j . '	J 

every ip E 
Then just as for projection-valued spectral families, every generalized spectral family 

determines a positive operator-valued measure and conversely. The connexion is 8(t) 
= 8((-00, t]).  

If b is a closed symmetric operator on , there exists at least one generalized spectral 
family (8(t): t E R) such that'  

(vii) Dom (b) IV:  j t2(2(dt) V,) < co 	 '(3.3. a) 
R	 •J	.1 

(viii) for all ip E Dom (b) and all 99 E	 . 

= f t(3(dt)	 '	.	'	. (3.3.b) 
S	 R 

Jb2 =J t2(8(dt) , 	' -.	
•	 •	

'	 (3.3.c) 

If b is self -ad joint , then the family is projection-valued and unique. Moreover; equality 
then holds in (3.3.a). See [33, 34].	•	 '

\
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For a family of symmetric operators, defined on a common dense domain, we 
evidently require further conditions. Recall that every b E 4 can be written as a 
linear combination of two symmetric operators: 4 = c4 + "h-

D

e

finition 3.2:,(a) An 4-measure is a generalized spectral.famnily {(t):t E.RJ 
onsuch that for all V  2e,	 S 

f t5(dt) v,v = bip	 S	 (3.4) 

defines a symmetric operator b E 4. The integral is meant in the Ripmann-Stieltjes 
sense, and converges in the b-topology. 

(b) An (4, W)-measure is an 4-measure such that for all zl E Bor (R), 

J([W] cW.	 (3.5)

We write 4t,(4), resp. 4t(4, 9€'), for the set of all 4-measures, resp. (4, ?&')-
measures. 

Remark 3.3: (a) The inclusion +(A,2&')	111.(4) is proper as can be seen from 
the coordinate multiplication operator Q on T(R). 

(b) DAvrEs and LEWIS use the term observable as synonymous with membership 
of 4t4B()] = %t[B(), ]. In contrast we reserve the term for membership of 4, 
c.f. [23: 3.1.1].	 5 

Aside from the continuous spectrum, two problems co1nfront us. The first, is that 
4t+(4, W) *,X+(4), and the second is that 4[u] is not complete and not reflexive. 
This latter difficulty requires us to start our constructions by considering those 
linear maps on 4 which DAVIES calls expectations [24]; by transposition we will get 
our notion of an instrument.	,	

'S 

• Definition 3.4: (a) An expectation is a map Z: Bor (R) L+(%h) satisfying' 

(i) Z(0) =0, Z(4) ^ , 0 forallJ E'Bor(It)	 (3.6.a) 

(ii) On 9€', Z(R) [1]	1.	 -	'	(3.6.b) 

iii) For every countable family (A 5 : j	1) of mutually disjoint Borel subsets, Z 
is cr-additive in the sense	 S 

{u i) [b]} =.{ZJ) [b]),	 (3.6.c)

-, for all 99 E 4h ' , all b E.4.
 

;(iv)	ftZ(dt) [1] E 4	 ,	 .1	(.6.d)
R. 

where the Riemann-Stieltjes integral converges in the b-topology. 
(b) An instrument is a map e2: Bor (R) -+ .r(4h'[a*]) for which there is ,an expec-

tation Z whose transpose satisfies	S	 ,	 •,	 ,	 S 

-	 ,	 S	 (3.7) 

We now consider some consequencs of these definitions. The following charac-
terization of an instrument is iuore or less immediate.	S 

Lemma 3.5: Let 62 . be an instrument. Then 
(i) For every zi E Bor (R), (z1) E L+(4h').  

/
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(ii) : Nor (R) -^ 
(iii) For every countable family {A: j	1} of mutually disjoint Borel sets, 

a-additive in the following sense: for every 92 E 4h' and every b E 4, 
•	

(	
4) 19'1 (b) = .L' t(A) [92] (b).	 (3.8) 

(iv) Q preserves normalization in the sense that for every q E oI', 

2(R)[7](i) =92(l).	 (3.9) 
•

	

	Proof: Properties (iii), (iv) follow froni (iii), (ii)'respectively of Def. 3.4. Proper-



ties (i),.(ii) follow from Prop. 2.14(d) U 

We now embark on our analysis of the topological proprties of irstrunients. In 
particular, we shall show that an instrument Q is a map Bor (11.) - 

• which is a bounded Radon measure. The subscript s indicates that ., is equipped 
with the topology of simple convergence. We start by showing that the a-additivitv 
of (3.8) implies that (.) [] is fi* a-additive. 

Lemma  3.6 : An instrument is a-additive as a map 
: Bor (R) - Y(4h [*l)	 (3.10)

Proof: From (i), (iii) of Leniina 3.5 follows 
0 :!S:( 

\j
UA1	 ( U-. 4\[] ^5 ... ^(U4[92],	 (3.11) 

n 	 \j	/ 
for any positive functional € 4,'. By Cor. 2.10 it follows that 

U (	zJ,\ [] = 
TI	jfl!	 -. 

defines a functional tp € 4 k '. We know by, (3.8) that 
a*lim a (Uz1) [921 = (U A 7 ) [92]	 - 

for all q' € 4. As a*	we see that for all € 4,' 

( U A,' [q, ] =	(U zI [q, ] .	 (3.12) I n	\jn	I	\i 
By linearity we may extend this to all 0 E 4h proving the assertion I 

The next step is to prove that 0 is inner regular. 
Lemma 3.7: An instrument 0 is inner regular: for all A € Bor (it), 

= s-lint (K)	 (3.13)
Ktzl 

where s is the topology of simple convergence on Y'(4h'[fl*]) and the limit is with respect 
to the filtering increasing compact subsets of A. 

Proof: Recall that any positive l3orel measure which is finite on compact sub-
sets of a locally compact Hausdorff space in which every open set is-a-compact. is 
regular [35: 2.18]. 

For any 92 E 4,' and b E 4+ , the set map m: Bor (It) - it, m(A) (A) [q'] (b) 
is clearly a positive Borel measure on it; and B is space of the aforementioned sort. 
Since m is bounded: m(J) ^5 m(R) < oo, it follows that m is regular, hence inner 
regular. In virtue of the a-compactness of B, inner regularity can be written as [36]
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m(L1) = urn m(K), where (Ks : n	I) is an increasing sequence of compact subsets 
with K . KflH Using addit.ivity for instruments, eq. (3.8), such a 
sequence satisfies 0 :E^(K) [] ';5 e2(K,1) [] :!z^ 0 (z1) [] for, any q, E 1t.'. We can 
now apply Cor. 2. 16 to get (4) [] = *lim (K)'[], and this extends linearly 

to all 99 E'4'. But this is what was to be shown, and we are done I 
, In order that Q be a bounded Radon measure it must certainly be bounded 

Lemma 3.8: Any instrument 0 is bounded for the topology of simple convergence 
0Th!(4h'[*]). 

Proof: Now 4 is not reflexive but is identifiable with a total subset of 911'[t'] 
® W[t'], c.f. Props. .5, 2.14(b). 

Let us show that for all 99 E'4 th family {() []: A E Bor (R)) is a*bounded. 
Write 4p = 4p, - 22 with 1'922 E 4,' and let b == b 1 - b2 with b 1 , b2 E'4. Then, for 
all J,	 0 

I() [] (b)J	2'	(zl)'[q,,] (b,) :E^ ,	(It) [q,] (b,), 

which is finite. Hence so is sup {(4) [] (b)J: LI), showing a*boundedness . THOMAS 
has shown that if B is an F-space and m: X - E an additive set function on a 
a-algebra X, then a sufficient condition for m to be bounded is that there exists a 
total subset H c .E' such that h o m is bounded for all h E H [37]. But this is pre-
cisely what we have shown; with X = Bor (R), H = 4, E = 4h'[*] and m = Z(.) [p], 

proving the lemma I	. 
Proposition 3.9: (a) Any instrument 0 is a continuous mapping 

: B(R) -. 

where B ( R)  is the normed space of bounded Borel functions equipped with the supremum 
norm.Thus 62 is a bounded Radon mapping in the sense of THOMAS [39]. 

(b) For every p E '4 ' , O N [q] is a bounded Radon measure. 

Proof:, The first part is a consequence. of Lemmas 3.6-3.8 and [39]. For the 
second part we note that 4h '[*] is reflexive, and then apply [38: Th. 5.3/p. 130 
and Reni. 5.8/p. 1391 I 

We sharpen this result, obtaining the desired property of instruments. 

Theorem 3.10: Any instrument is a bounded Radon measure 

: Bor (li) -> .+(4h'[*])S.	 (3.10) 

Proof: As 4h [*] is complete, the completion of Y A101, is L(4h'[fl*])S [40: - 
p. 1441. Now ?V[t] has a countable basis, say {e: n  N). Therefore 4h '[#*] has-the 
countable basis {eØ em: n, m E N), c.f. [42: p. 23]. It follows that 

L(4h[fi*]). = H 4h[fi*]	 (3.14) 
N 

with the product topology. Thus L(4h '[*]), is reflexive and Frechet [40: p. 134; 6: 
1.6.2., IV.5.81. By [6: V.5.2], I+(4h[fi*]) is a closed subspace of !i(4'[*]) and thus 
of L(4h[fi*])s. Consequently II(4h'[fi]) is reflexive and Frechet. We then proceed 
exictly as in the proof of Prop. 3.9 above I
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Corollary 3.11: (a) L,(4h[/9*]) = 
(b) .+(c1th[fi*]) 18 a proper cone in X(,4h'[/9*])S. 
(c) .(cAhl[*]), and .l(c41fi*]) are nuclear. 

Proof: (a). now follows'froni Prop. 2.14. (b) is true because is total in (,4h'[*], 
c.f. [6, ibid]. (c) follows from the product representation eq. (3.14) above for L(4h[fi*])s 
and the fact that 4h'[fl*] is nuclear I 

Our next proposition brings a degree of physical interpretation by proving that 
an instrument uniquely determines an (4, 91')-measure. The reverse implication is 
one of non-uniqueness: a given (4,W)-measure is determined by many instruments. 
This is consonantwith experience: there are many ways to measure the position 'of 
a particle.  

Proposition 3.12: Given an instrument 0 there is a unique (4, ?f))-measure 
A .. M(; 4) determined,by it. M(c: .) is -given by extension from 911 to of 

M(Q; A) f	Z(A) [1] I,	(I E 911 )	 (3.15) 

where Z is the expectation, unique, for ivhich Z 
Given any (CA, 91")-measre £', there exist many instruments 462 such that M(; A) 

= J/3(A). For example, for each state rp, the instrument 

(q; A) = Z(q; 4)';	Z(p; A) [a) = (a) (4) (a e 4, A E Bor (R))
(3.16) 

is of this sort.	 I. 
Proof: From the definition of an expectation it follows from (3.15) (3.15) that 

0 !E^ M(; A) :E^: 1 and so an extension of domain to-b is possible. For brevity we 
drop the 0 tehiporarily. 

In the first plane M must be shown to be a generalized spectral family. Only the 
a-additivity is not obvious. To show this, let f, g E 911 be arbitrary and let P be the 
bounded operator P(k) = (h,f) g. Taking q to be the functional determined by P 
and with b = I, the additivity (3.6. e) of Z yields 

(M (U A 3 ) f, g) = ' (M(4 1) f, g).	 (3.17) 

We now apply the following theorem of THOMAS [38]: if m: Bor (R) —k is a set 
funetioi such that go m is a-additive for all g E 9€", then m is a-additive. Here we 
view WY as a subset of the dual of . With m(4) = M(A)/, eq. (3.1.7) imp' lies that m 
is a-additive. As M(4) is bounded, we can extend (3.17) to g E and transpose 
M(4 to act on g. Repeating the above argument then implies that M(A)/ is or-addi-
tive fOr all / E . Hence M is a generalized- spectral measure.	- 

Eq. (3.6.d) now implies that M is an c4-measure. To show that Al is an (it, 9€))- 

measure it suffices to show that q[M(A)] is finite for all 4 and all q E c4'. Using the 
spectral decomposition of. nuclear operators, the eyclicity of the trace implies that 

p[M(A)} = 9,(z(A) 111),	 (3.18) 

and as Z is an expectation, M(; .) is an (, W)-measure. Finally, the assertion that 
(q; .) is an instrument which determines 2 is obvious I 

Following DAVIES [24] we introduce the class of observables which can be measured. 
By this:we mean that. there exists at least one instrument which will give some 
information about the observable in question.
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Definition' 3.12: (a) Given an 4-measure Z, let () be-the following set of 
functions of b:, 

-	 = a[B(,,c4] - v{.Z(LI): LI E Bor (R)),	 (3.19.a) 

where v iiIdicates linear span, and the closure of the span is inthe indicated topo-
logy. Note that B() h and cit )1 constitute a dual pair. 

	

We introduce a partial order on c0+ (c4) by setting	 - - 
2 -<	if	(2) c:	 (3.19.b) 

Following [24]; we say that 2 gives less information than 61. 
(b) An A-rneasure 2 E 4t(c.4) is said to be physical if there exists an (4, 2&')-: 

measure' E 41,(4, 2€)) giving less information than 2, i.e., < 2.	- 
(c) An observable b E ít is said to b&phyica1. iffit has a spectral representation 

by a physical 4-measure. If	2 and e is a spectral representation of the ob-
servable c E cit, we say that-c is a regularization of b.	 -	- -' 

(d). If b E 4 is physical, and 2 E ciit,(cit) is any physical it-measure spectrally 
representing b, then any instrument 0 such that M(2 ; .) -< 2 is said to be an instru-
ment for measuring b.	- - 

Interpretation 3.13: Let b ErA be a physical observable, and 0 an instrument 
for measuring it. For any state p, the probability of obtaining an observation in 
LI E Bor(R) on 0 is	-	 -	 -: 

-'	ç[M(Q; LI)] =pr (;y); A).	 -	-	 (3.20) 
If suchan observation occurs, the state q' collapses to the state -	 - 

4)[11(LI) [] (1)	 -	-	(3.21) - 
the denominator providing normalization.	 - 

Remark 3.14: (a) An open question which would be of someinterest to answer 
is the relation between physicality and the structure of 04(4). In particular, do 
non-physical observables exist;' when, if ever, does a regularization of an observable. - - - 
exist which is maximal with respect to the information partial order? 

(b) Let b = EAP EA be self-adjoint such that P[?&] c ?&' for all n ^ 1. 
- The associated spectral measure P is an (cit, 2&')-measure such that *." (A) = EP(2 ELI). 

A "best" instrument for measuring b is given by  
• ' 2(4) [] = I ç(P . P,) (? E LI).	-	 "	- -	(3.22) •' 

This is the familiarcollapse formula for the discrete case.  
Of course the instrument 0 is also an instrument for measuring other observables, 

those a E cit for which b <( a.  
(c) If' 2 E 4t,(it) is physical and projection valued, then any regularization of 2 

- is an abelian family.  

4. Composition and conditioning 

Let 0, be instruments. Suppose we measure with (2 1 ' on a state 92 and obtain a 
positive result in the Borel region LI 1 ; then we immediately 'measure with 0, ,on the 
new-state. If we get a positive result in the region LI 2 the final outcome state will' be 
the normalized form of	-	 - 

2102X LI 1) [q'] -= 2 0 2 ) {2(4) [q,] .	-	-	 (4.1)
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By virtue of our constructions, 01201 x 2) [q] is a positive functional for all 
Borel rectangles z1 1 x J2 and all positive functionals q. Moreover it is the transpose 
of an 't-stable map. However, we shall now show that whilst there is a unique exten-
sion to all Borel sets in Bor (R2 ), the extension is not generally an instrumeuit. Rather, 
it is the transpose of a map with range ic ?' j ?V', the completion of 4. 

Proposition 4.1: Let 012 be defined as in eq. (4.1) above. There exists a unique 
inner regular Radon measure 

12: Bor (R2) --* 

such that for all Borel rectangles expression (4.1) result& In general, 2 is the transpose 
o/ a map Z 12 : Bor (R2 ) -* L+([W'(t') () ?e" (t ' )]) and is not, there/ore, an instrument. 

Before proving this proposition we present two preliminary lemmas. Note first 
that we have taken the liberty of implicitly extending all our previous definitions 
and we  of § 3 from Bor (R) to Bor (R2 ). Obviously all the results remain 
true. 

The measure 0, will be referred to as the compose of 0, and 

Lemma 4.2: Let {T,: j E JJ be an upper bounded and upward directed net in 
i(4i'[*])s. Then the net converges in the simple topology to its supremum: 

T	sup ( Ti : j E J) = s-lim 	 (4.2) 

Proof: By Prop. 2.17; {T,9 : j € J) converges to its supremurn for each q, € it,'. 
As	4'[*]) is s-complete, the result follows I 

Lemma; 4.3: I(4h[/9*])s is a topological algebra under the product 5, T --* ST. If 
{ T5 :j E J isanet as in Lemma 4.2, ST5 ST and T55 TS for all S. - 

Proof: Obvious I 

Proof of Proposition 4.1: The existence of aunique extension of Q, to Bor (R%., 
satisfying the stated conditions follows from applying Lemma (4.3) to Theorem (1.7) 
of [42]. That 0, is not an instrument in general follows from the non reflexivity 
of 	I	 S 

The fact that 0,2 is not an instrument is 'mildly disturbing. However, a strong 
case can be made, on operational grounds, for defining expectations and instruments 
not on all Bórel sets, but only on intervals, perhaps only on finite intervals. It is 
difficult to imagine, e.g., how one would measure the position of a particle within an 
extremely wild Borel set, nor even why one would wish to. Be that as it may, it 
seems useful to introduce the notions of prc,and post instruments and expectations. 

Definition 4.4: (a) A pre-expectation is a map Z: P' -- L4) satisfying the con-, 
ditions i—iv of an expectation (Definition 3.4) save that P d . is the ring generated by 
all polyintervals in R, so the families of disjoint sets must satisfy 4E P a and 
u zl i € Pd . As well, the integral eq. (3.6.4.) is over. Rd. .	- 

A post-expectation is a map Z: Bor (Rd)	L,('le" 3 2€"), where ?€1 ' has its strong 
dual topology, and satisfying conditions i—iii, with iv replaced by 

12	tZ(dt1 dt2 ... dt) [1] 
Rd 

	E 2€"	2€".	.	 (3.6.e) 

(b) A pre-instrument is a map : Pd	.(c/th'[a*]) which is the transpose of a pre-



expectation. Similarly for a post-instrument, with domain Bor (Rd).
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We shall not examine the general consequences of these definitions in this paper 
save for three remarks:	 V	 V 

The first is that we could have demanded only finite additivity for pre-expec-
tations and pre-instruments. However, one could always extend uniquely to c-addi-
tivity, cf. [46] and references therein.	V	

V 

The second remark is that every pre-instrument has a unique continuous exten-
sion to a post-instrument. Tile quality of being an instrument seems delicate. 

Thirdly, every instrument ajpearihg in this paper compose with every other such 
'i nstrument to give an instrument. We take this to be a result of special circum- 
stances. Nonetheless, we do not have an example of two instruments which compose	V 

to a post-instrument which is not an instrunient,. 
V	 V	

V 

Davies and Lewis also defined joint distributions and conditioned observabls. V 

Proposition 4.5: Let Z11 Z2 be expectations, 2,	their respective (c4, V)-measu-
res, and 0, 0 2 the respective instruments.	 . V 

The joint distribution Of Z2 following 0, is defined to be the map	V	 V	

V 

V	 Z21 : Bor(R2).->.f(W I (g) '10');	Z2, (W) = 62 2(w)t. 

Then Z21 is a post-expectation whose marginal distributions satisfy	 fl	
V 

Z21 (it XzJ)=Z1 (R)Z2 (zJ);	Z21 (zl X R)=Z1(4)Z2(R).	 V - 

Hence	
- 

Z21 (R )< LI) [1] = Z 1 (R) [c92 0)];	Z21 (4 X R) [1]	Z1(L1) 

• are (cit, '10)-measures.	 V	

V 

The map ii - Z 1.(R) (2(4)] is the (It, '10)-measure a, conditioned by the measure-
ment of 2, with the instrumeizt Z 1 , cf. [25: Th. 3].	

V 

To end this section let us note that instruments generally , have no repeatability 
properties. We have not examined the s-repeatability properties of our instruments, 
cf. [25].	 V	

V 

5. A class of instruments on T(R) 

In this section we consider the system '10 = à" (R), with one degree of freedom Our 
V 

principle result is the explicit formula, for a family of instruments which will measure 
the basic quantum mechanical operators with some degree of accuracy. Wenote V 

that the basic formula was proposed by 1)AVIES [23] as a covariant appro*iniate 
position instrument. What is new here is that we consider the family as labelled by 
the normalized elements of à°(R) and show that the result is an instrument in our 
sense, i.e., with reference to the algebra 4. We also show that the formula is valid 

V 

for more operators than the position and that the compbse of any two instruments 
is an instrument. Our' principal result is this.	 '	 V 

Prop os it ion 5. 1: Let a E c4 stand for any of the essentially self -ad joint operators 
Q; P = —iD, or H =p2' + V(Q), where x -* V(x) is C and, together with all of its 
derivatives, is bounded. .	 V	

V 

To each / E 7(R) the, associated map	 V, V 

Z[a;f;4] (b) =ff3(a)*,b/8(a)ds,	V	 '	

'• 	 V	

'	

1:5.1) 

2 Analysis Bd. 5, Hef 1 (1980)	•

a
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where /3(a) is defined by the speciralcalculus, with 1 8(x) = f(x - s): 

f,(a) =f/(x_s)E(dx),	 /	 (5.2.a) 

a=fxE(dx),	 ..	 -	(5.2.b)
'K  

is an expectation. By an abuse of notation we are not distinguishing a E 14 from its 
closure a**. The function / is required to be normalized: 

Before passing to the proof,of this proposition let us make a few remarks about. - 
the physical interpretation of Z[a; /; .] or, equivalently, its corresponding instrument 
[a; f;.] = Z[a; f ; .}t 

Were it possible to build a perfect instrument, and it is not, it would be the simple 
generalization of the-discrete formula, viz, 

Z[a; 4] (b) =f E(s) bE(s) ds.	 .	.- . '	(5.4) 

One reason why Z is not an instrument is that it "chops ff the'incoming wave 
functions too sharply" at the boundaries of J. As it is required that "?(R) in, X(R)
out", wemust smooth Z out. Hence regularizing Q with /..More precisely: 

Corollary 5.2: The (4,-,Y)-measure M(t2; 4) corresponding to the instrument 
/ 

•	

.	M(;4)=fF*yi(x)E(dx)=F.*xi(a),	 (5.5) 

with F(x)	f(x)1 2 , and convolution is meant. 

This formula was given by Davies; that it defines an (it, ?V)-measure is a conse-
quence of our, general theory, Prop. 3.12, once we show Z to be an expectation. 

One measure of the goodness of an instrument, probably not a useful measure, is 
the difference between the instrument (4, W)-measure M and the 4-measure in 
question, here E. If we consider, in the B() norm,	 .- - 

I1I F *x4(a) - E(4)1II,	 . 

we see that this vanishes for F = 6. As F E Y' and T is dense in choosing F close 
to. 6 in some way, makes a good instrument. Similarly, choosing F close to the 
constant function makes 0 into a poor instrument. 

Now to the proof of the proposition. The proof is rather long with the appearance 
of numerous inequalities involving the X(R) seminorms. These are relatively straight-
forward, so we have not given the full derivation. 

In all that follow we shall be using four sets of seminoms, namely, in an obvious 
notation,  

I[fn.m;c = Il t"DmfIx,;	IIfIIk;c = wax (IIfIn;m;	0 <, n, m
(5.6) 

IfIIn.rn;2 = ItDm/I 2 ;	IIflk;i = max {MfIjn m2 0 '^ n, m^ k}. 

Each set defines the usual topology on Y. The index ranges are n, m, k E N. 
We shall use the following estimates,which are too well known to merit proof for 

Q, P; for H see [43].
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Lemma 5.3:	 . 

• (i)	Qmpn eiaQ = eiaQ	aQmPk.	 .'	-	(5.7.a) 
kn 

(ii) Qmp" e''1' = e" L' (T) bm_kQkPn	 (5. 7. b) 

(iii) Q.1- e'11 = eitHQn + ifeU_8>H[H, Q Th J e 1 ds,	 (5.7.c) 

with 

[H, Q"] = 2inPQ' ±n(n — 1)Q.	 .	 (5.7.d) 

(iv) IIe/Im,n	^5 Z 
(n.) 

aI	IIfIIm,k;2	 .	(5.7.e) k^n L	 S 

^ (1 + IaJ) !fIIm.2 .	 (5.7f) 

(v) 11 eib /IIm;n;2 5 ( Il/Ilk. n;2	 : .	 (5.7.g) 

^ (1 + ID	/jj	 .	.	 (5.7.h'. 

(vi) IIe"/ll2n; 2 5 c(1 f tJ)" 1It1In,;2 .	 . .	 (57• 1) 

The' Fourier transform of the characteristic function of a Borel se' t is a teippered 
distribution as we now show. This will provide a useful estimate in what follows 

Lemma 5.4: Forany Borel set A E Bor (R), the Fourier transform of  
is a tempered distribution.	

0 

Proof: It is sufficient to show that yj E Y". Simply, for all / E , multiplying 
and dividing by 1 + t2 gives 74(/)I	sup 1 ( 1 .+ t2)/(t)J j (1 ± t )' di	'.11/1I2; I 

The immediate consequence is that for each Bbrel set 4 there exists an indèxM 
and constant c, depending on zI, such that for every / E cY, 

64(/)I 15 C ll/llm; .	 .	 . 

For definiteness let us now specialize to a Q. The calculations are quite similar 
for the other cases a = F, IL	 . S 

L em a 5.5: Let / be the function labelling the instrument, and g its Fourier trans-
form; hence g is the transform o/h . Let bE 4 and write  

b 1 = eitQb e",	(1 E R)	 .	 (5.9)
so that b i E cit for each t. E R. Let q, E c$° be arbitrary and consider the function. 

	

s - he(s) = gt(s) (e8Qb, 
)N;2	 •;	(5.10) 

where	.	0	 •	•	 0	

5	

- 

(9)' P)N;2 = max (QoDb9), ).	 0	 (5.11.a) 
S	

- 

and so, e.g.  
/ 1(9, 9))N;21 5 IlI! II9)I1;2. 

•	 •	 0	

•	 -	

(5.11.b) 

I 2
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Then hg E Y'(R), with 

IIh:IIM;oo	2'+3M(1 ± ItI)N+231 IIII II btIIN+M;2 igiiN+2M;co.	 (5.12) 

Proof: With eq. (5.7.e) and (5.11.b) we find that 

I(ebg, )N;21	ilI! (1 + I51) N IIbgIIN;2. 
Then

JhtiIM;OO :5 ma j (v) sup sUD0g;(s ) (et8Qbjq, V')N+M;2I	- 
u,V^frI W=O W .8 

IIlI ii btwiI+	max ;	sup 811 (1 + I8D1+M Dvwgs). 
u.vM W = O 8 

• We now use 

.isI u (1 + isi)+M:!E^: 2'+ M SI N±21 and 'iigtIi p ;	(1 ± t i)" iIgItp;oo', 

the result follows I	 - 
It will be necessary to find an estimate in I for JbjIlN+M. 

Lemma 5.6: For every band Y+ M there, exists an index P and a positive con-
8tant c 1 such that for all t E R and all q, E c 

	

•	 iibt92i1N+M;2	t1 (1 + t1)N+M	IIIlp;z.	-	 (5.13) 

Proof: First of all	 V	 - 

IjbgWII N +M ; 2	(1 ± t1)N+M lb e WIIN+M;2 .	 V 

The continuity of .b gives Ib N + M ; 2	C 1 ft'PIIP;2 and : with B? = e-09)the result is 
•	immediate I V	 V	 V 

•Proof-of Proposition 5.1: We must show that	V	 - 

•	 IIZ(L1) [bJ 99IIN;2 = V SU P {1(z (4 ) [b] q', B?)N;2I	.' E ci, II •;p ll , = 1)	V 

is finite for all zI, b, q'. Using Fourier transforms,	 V. 

V	 •' 	 KZ(A) [b] 99, )N;21	f ig(t) J()l de,	
V	

V 

•	where  

	

V /	 J(t)	f g,(s) &(s) (e18Qb1 92, 1p)N;2 ds.	
-	V	

V	

V	

V 

•	We have changed variables s — t - s in this expression. Now we observe that 
•	 V	 J(t) =&1(h). Using eq. (5.8), (5.12), and (5.13) yields	'	

• 

	

V	

IJl	C2 IPII (1 * ItI)2N	M+P I1I1P;2 liglIN+2M;oo.	•	V 

- 'But then	
V	

V 

	

V	

• V	

V1Iz(4) [b]	IIN;2	C II q'IIP;2 ( jj9j lN+2M+2;)2.	 S. 

V - This- shows that for every Borel set A E Bor (R), Z(A) is aVlinear map from 4, to 
itself.. It is obvious that the positive cone is stable under Z(4). The normalization 

• condition is	 V	

V 

	

V	
V -:
	

Z(R) [1]	 f(Q)* 13(Q) ds 
K 

	= 1. :'	
V	 - 

•	 V •	

I	 V	 •	 -	 V	 V
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As / E a0 for each 9 E R and /(Q) is bounded, the spectral calculus .for bounded 
operators applies, changes of order of integration are allowed-, and as II/I12 = 1, the 
condition is verified. 

Now we shall prove the requisite -additivitv, eq. (3.6. c). Let ipE 4,'; b E c4 be, 
arbitrary and {A: j ^ 11 be a family of mutually disjoint Borel sets with U Li 
E Bor (R). We use the spectral representation of 0 and Prop. (2.18) to get	i 

p(Z(iJ) [b]) = ' tn(Z(Ll) [b] en, en)  
n^I	 - 

for all Borel sets A. The specific form of Z yields	 S 

(Z(4) [b] en, en) =1 (/(Q)* b/(Q) e, e)dw.  

The integral is ci-additive, cf. [44: Exercise (29.6)], and so, changing back to the Z 
form,	 I	 •,	 - 

(Z (U Li 2 ) [b] en, e) = ' (Z(z1 7 ) [b] en, en) 

for each n. By [45; Theorem (8.3)] we can interchange summation order, to get 

(Z (U Aä)[b]) = L' ,' tn(Z(4 j) [b] e,,, e) ' 9, (Z(Ai) [b]) 

By linearity this extends to all E 4h b E 4h and so Z is a-additive in the a-topo-
logy. ' Finally we shall show that t(dt) [1] is an element of 4, wheneZ will have been 

proved to be an expectation. By tI'e spectral calculus, as mentioned above, for all 

(Z(4) [1]	p) = (F4(Q) , ),	4 EBor (R) 

where F(t) =sf /(1 - 8)1 2 ds. As 0 ^ F(t) ^ F(t) and FR (l) = 11/2 11 2 = 1, it follows 

that 0 :E^ F(Q)	1. We can continuously extend F4 (Q) from à° to all of L2(R),
whereby it is easy to see that, with  

(F4(Q)	)	f /(Q)* /(Q)99, ) dw,	E 42) 

zl	FA (Q) is a generalixed spectral family. This family defines asymmetric opelator, 
call it  

= f tF,(Q)	f IZ(dt) [1..  
R	 R 

Now we must show that I E 4. 
Firstly,  

à°(It)cDoni	 cc.  

But if 9, E Y, a simple estimate gives 

= f (ft2(/(s - t))2d8(E(dt)
 -

	(11/11 2;2 ) ((Q2 + 4Q + 1) T, )	 S 

which is finite.	 S
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• Secondly we show that for all 99 € (R), Zq E à°(R). To see this, let 99, ' ip € )° 
be arbitrary. Then it is easy to show that 

•	(Y, ) = (; ipif tl/(t ) 1 2 dt'H- Qq, ). 

But then by considering (Yq, Q mD"ip) and taking' the supremum over tp,	= 1, 
we find that 

IIm.n2	1Imn;2f t I 1(t)l 2 dt'± IIQrn,n;2, 

and so Y E 4h, proving the proposition I 

Corollary 5.7: The (CA, 7)-measure determined by'Z[/; Q; •] is 

A	. [y * 1/1 2] (Q). 

As this is bounded for all A, it is an element of 3(E), cf. eq. (3.18. a), ' and so e2[/; Q;.] 
is an instrument for measuring Q I 

The reader will note that we have not proved the proposition for P and H. In 
view of Lemma 5.3, the reader will, see that these calculations are entirely similar. 
Details will be found in [47]. 

As we mentioned previously, because 4[u] is incomplete, a pre-instrument may, in 
general, extend to a post-instrument. This applies in particular to the compose of 
two instruments. We now have a class of instruments (2[/; a; Al for I € cY'(R), 
a = Q, F, H. By computing the compositions explicitly we shall show that the comr 
pose of any two, hence any finite number, of these instruments is an instrument. As 
regards the implications for the general case, we believe that this result is special, 
and depends on the translation covariance of these instruments and various special 
properties..	 S 

To write out the proof in any detail would be longer than the proof that (2 is an 
instrument. Moreover, it depends upon estimates obtained precisely as for.Prop. 5.1, 
but "doubled up". For these reasons we choose simply to state the required estimates 
and refer to [48] for details. The form of the estimates will, we feel, he convincing. 

Proposition 5 '. 8: Let. Z5[1,, a; A] (j '= 1, 2) be expectations o/ the type described 
in Proposition 51. Then Z 1 o Z2 is an expectation. 

Proof: We introduce the following notation. By U, 'we mean the one-parameter 
unitary group on L2 (It) generated by the observable a,, and by £x the corresponding, 
automorphism group of A. By g 12 we mean the Fourier transform of / ® /2, and 
'for any 0 E Bor (R2), 60 is (22i 1 times the Fourier transform of Ze. 

Just as for Z we can use Fourier transforms to show that for all Borel rectangles, 
all 9 ,'EY(1t),bEc't,NO . 

(Z 12 ('_1 1 X A 2 ) [b] 92, p);2 

S.	
gj2()(f [eg12* (i') h(; )	di1) d.	 '	(5.14) 

An obvious vector notation has been introduced, so that, e.g., D = ( /a 111 I2). 
- We have also introduced the function	 .	. 

h(; ) = ( 2(2) U2 ( 2 ) U 1 (71 1 ) a 1 ( 1 ) [b] T, )N;2 .	. ,	(5.15)
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Let us specialize to	= Q and a2 = H for definiteness. Our first, estimate is that for 
any u 0 there exist indices and a constant so that, 

[eDg12J* h(; 	;5 C (1 +	I)'' (1 ±	2I)' 1 1V11 IIq'IIfl,2 IIgi2IIn,; 

For any set 0 E Bor (1t2) and any function 0 such that its Fourier transform 
•G € L1 (112), k5(0)l -^ 11011, Notethat the - bound is independent of 0. After some 
manipulation we find that there exist indices and a constant so that 

([eDg12]* h(; ))I 
C0 -.- Jj)mi (1 -I- I21)	IJvII 11911m,;2 lIgi2IJm,;oo 

This implies that the function 

.—* 9 2 () 66([e	912 1 * 
h(; .)) 

is bounded by.a Lebesgue integrable function.	 V 

Suppose now {A: n 11 is any family of Borel rectangles for which there is a 
Borel set A E Bor (R2 ) such that the characteristic functions converge pointwise; 
we write A. t A. Any Borel set A can be obtained this ay. It is evident frori the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that for any function F E à°(112), 
lini 5,(F).= 5 A (F). It follows that 

V	 V. 

lim A 2 (A) [b] q, ,	= lJ.ni f 912 () A (h(; )) = f g12 () ô,i(h(; .)) 

	

nR	'V 

Moreover, this last is finite, and 

f 9i2 ()	(hcg;, •)) < C '1411- 

for some C>O. Taking the supremum over ip E R) with IIVI = 1,we see that Z12 
is an expectation I	 V 

6. Concluding remarks 

In this section we wish to summarize the scheme for quantum mechaniCal measure-
ments that we have presented, in a schematic and non-technical form. The first 
remark we feel it is important to make is that our choice of algebra and tates is to 
a great extent determined by the nature of quantum mechanics. An examination of 
the problems actually treated , in quantum theoryand attention to the initial de'elop- 
ment of the subject, shows that its essence lies in the canonical commutation rela-
tions. Up to rather moderate technical assumptions, this leads to the space ?' of 
waye functions we have used. The paper was written using r only for simplicity; 
taking direct sums leading immediately to the general case. 

The second remark we wish to make is to point out what we did not assume such 
things as non-repeatibility and instrument distortion. These are results of the mathe- 
matical mustanalysis,' and must be considered as inherent in the scheme. It seems fair 
to say that our scheme is essentially operational in origin. We view. an  instrument, 
or a measurement, as testing incoming states for some quantum mechanical prop-
erty and, contingent upon the result observed, emitting an outgoing state. This 
process should be linear, in accordance with general principles. The emitted state 
should in fact, be a state on the, algebra, which is why the condition 0 =Z' occurs.
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Finally, o-additivity over the Borel sets seems ,a modest enough requirement. The 
other obvious candidate axiom is finite countability. This probably would have 
consequences for repeatibility, but seems to put an unacceptable constraint on the 
sorts of measurements which can be performed. 

Once our definition of an instrument has been made, it is a mathematical result 
that we must consider only (Jt, ?V)-measures	 - 

t+ ( 4, ?&') = ct(c4) fl  
as the basiC material for instruments. This set is seen to replace the set of all ortho-
gonal projections on in the bounded case. It will prove helpful to theintuition to 
emphasize this, and so we propose to call the (4,.?&)-measures questions for the re-
mainder of this section. Evidently it will be useful to analyze the structure of the 
set of questions and its relation to jt. Perhaps an axom scheme based on questions 
can be devised, generalizing the Mackey scheme to the (4, W) structure. 

•	One way to understand our 'system is to consider the elements of 4t,(4, ?&') as 
•	containing all the definitively answerable quantal questions, and the instruments 

as the only possible means of answering. them. It is in accord with experiencethat 
• each instrument answers a unique question whereas each question can be answered 

in many ways.	 V 

Our schemes determines which operators in the algebra can be measured. First of 
• all we can measure all operators ofi the form f t(dt), where E ?J) is a 

question. These constitute a rather special class of operators: we shall come back to 
this point below. The most general symmetric observables which can be measured 
are those b E '4h which admit of a spectral decomposition by at least one 4-measure 

which has mo	 ' re information than at least one 'question E t(cit, W). That is, 
> . Then is a quetion we can answer which will tell us something about b. - 

The most we.can known about b is contained in all the questions 6 satisfying 6 -< 
•	as we run through all the spectral decompositions of b. If b is essentially seif-adjoint, 

there is only one such decomposition. 
In the usual description of quantum measurement theoy, a measurement has a 

dual function. Firstly it determines eigenvalues, more generally spectral values; 
secondly-it prepares states by virtue. of the postulate of collapse into eigenstates. 
There are two sortsof instrument distortion therefore: iniperfect readingof the spec-

• tral values,.and iniperfectfiltration of eigenstates. These latter possibility is related 
to non-repeatibility, of course. Art ideal instrument is one which admits of neither 

• . sort of distortion, it is a mathematical result in our, scheme that such instruments 
do not exist, except for operators in cith whose spectrum consists only of isolated 

• ' eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. For operators defined' by spectral syntheses from 
questions, these seems to be no bar to instruments which do not distort the spectral 

• values. Nonetheless, as, there is no repeatibility, there is always spectral measure 
distortion present. This can be seen from eq. (3.21) by acting with (4) twice. The 
compact operators are such that there distortions around an eigenprojection can be 
made small enough not to suffer interference from the neighbouring eigen-rojec-
tions. Although not to be taken tooseriously,a mental inlage might be of a beam 
incident on a slit; The slit edges must not be sharply defined, but must be cJ-class 
so as not to chop off the beam too sharply.' An observer reads the eigenvalues of the; 

• 'beam as it passes through, but the observer is, typically, near sighted. For our 
special observables, the eigenvalues are written in ' sufficiently large type that there 
need be no distortion. A's if this were not strange enough, the whole slit apparatus 
has an uncontrollable tremor, causing imperfect filtration, of spectral projections. 

'Another.pbint. worth emphasizing' is that the above coniderations hold for one 
- observable alone; the uncertainty principle interference effects arC not being con-
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sidered. If one demands "states in, states out" and i-additisity, it is a,matheniatical 
consequence that a perfect measurement is imossible. Considering Q measurements 
again, one can only measure observables obtained from questions and satisfying 
Q >b. For example, one can measure F &z(Q)'for all F(x) = 1(x)12; all 'I E Y(R). 
By judicious choice of / one can get close to Q in sotne suitable sense, but Q itself 
cannot actually be measure. The function / both distorts the spectial readings of Q 
and the spectral projection filtration. Were one to wish to measure F * x(Q) rather 
than Q, spectral projection distortion would still ocèur in the sense of nbn-repeati-
bility.	 - 
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